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Sustainability
through the
eﬃcient use
of fertiliser
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Fertilizer Association of Ireland
Visit GROLIME.IE for essential
liming advice and details of all
certiﬁed Grolime producers
Teagasc research shows that lime:

WWW . GROLIME . IE

s Releases up to 80kgN/ha/year (FREE N!!)
s Unlocks Soil Phosphorus
s Yields Extra Grass - up to 1.5t DM/ha/year

elcome to this year’s
fertiliser supplement
compiled by the Fertilizer Association of
Ireland in conjunction with the Irish Farmers Journal. It is
a very special year as we celebrate our
50th anniversary in 2018.
The Fertilizer Association of Ireland
was set up in 1968 with the aim of promoting the eﬃcient use of fertiliser in
producing quality food in an economically and environmentally sustainable
manner. Indeed,
the founding
goals of the association are still
the ones which we
strive to achieve
50 years on.
For our 50th anniversary, we have
Peter Ging
launched our full
Fertilizer
year’s programme
under the theme
Association
‘‘Sustainability
of Ireland
through eﬃcient
president
use of fertiliser’’.
Every Irish farmer
has to sit up and take note of the need
to farm in an environmentally sustainable manner. We have seen a huge
increase in production from the Irish
agricultural industry in the last number of years, especially with the rapid
expansion of the dairy sector, but this
cannot be at the expense of water quality or the environment.
Fertiliser accounts for, on average,
15% to 20% of the variable costs on
farms. Soil testing is the ﬁrst step in
planning. The results of a soil test will
show where money can be saved and
target nutrients required.
The biggest barrier to eﬃciency of
fertiliser is incorrect pH. Take action to
rectify low pH by application of lime.
Teagasc soil tests indicate that 65% of
grassland and 55% of tillage soils are
below optimum for pH.
Lime is the cheapest, most eﬀective
form of fertiliser you will spread on
your farm in 2018.
Meeting our obligations regarding
lowering greenhouse gas emissions is
a top priority.
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Fifty years of
growth for the
Fertilizer
Association
of Ireland
Jeremiah Murphy, Target
Fertilisers, and Dr Noel
Culleton, Teagasc, take a
look back at the history of the
association from 1968 to 2018

T

he early development in Irish
agriculture was slow, but by the
mid-1960s, output from farms
was beginning to improve. Soil
fertility levels were still shockingly low and fertiliser sales were still
inadequate to allow soils to reach their
potential productivity. Consequently, the
carrying capacity for livestock on farms
was very low compared with modern
times. At this time, there was virtually
unanimous agreement between all agriculturalists that increased use of fertilisers was a key factor for the nation’s
endeavour to expand agricultural output.
Accurate ﬁgures for soil fertility status
are hard to come by for the late 1950s,
but by the late 1960s phosphorus (P) and
potassium (K) levels were still low. In
1964, the average soil P and K levels were
3.2ppm and 50ppm, respectively. In modern terms, the mean P and K levels were
both around Index 1. The average soil pH
on permanent pasture was 5.86. In 1964,
the total population of cattle was just under ﬁve million, made up of around 1.4m
cows and a little over 3.5m other cattle. At
this time, just over 34,000t of nitrogen
(N) fertiliser was used.
Against this background, it was clear
to leaders in the agricultural sector, that
while signiﬁcant progress had been made,

Irish soils were still falling well below their
production potential and more needed
to be done. Dr Tom Walsh, director of An
Foras Talúntais, in conjunction with leading staﬀ members in the Department of
Agriculture, the advisory services, farming organisations and the fertiliser trade
came together and decided to set up a
new organisation, with fertiliser use and
eﬃciency at its heart.
Formation of the FAI
The Fertilizer Association of Ireland (FAI)
was established in 1968, and its ﬁrst president was Dr Tom Walsh. The objective of
the FAI was straightforward: “To promote
the eﬃcient use of fertiliser in producing
quality food economically.” It was also
to provide a forum for the exchange of
scientiﬁc and technical information in
relation to the production and use of fertilisers, including lime. The practical aim
was to promote the eﬃcient use of fertilisers by meetings, ﬁeld visits and conferences, and the publication of technical
information.
In many ways, it is a unique association,
by virtue of the fact that the make-up of
the FAI council which under the associations constitution must be drawn from
all sections of the agricultural industry,
representing research, advisory, farming,
administrative, wholesale and retail sections of the trade. No one sector could hold
sway, thus ensuring that debate within
the FAI council was always fair and balanced, despite the often-competing interests of some sectors.
Over the years, this balance on the council has proved invaluable. Scientists were
kept grounded by the practical concerns of

farmers, while the trade and the farming
sectors were kept up to date by meetings
that introduced and clariﬁed the latest
scientiﬁc thinking.
1968 to 1978: the early years
The FAI quickly got to work, and one of the
early decisions was that all proceedings
of scientiﬁc meetings would be published
in full. A ﬂavour of some of these papers
published at the time include a paper
on a fertiliser use survey by well-known
agronomist WE Murphy, a paper on the
economics of fertiliser use by economist,
Brendan Kearney, a paper by leading scientist of the day Aidan Conway on beef
production present and future and papers
on liming practice, and policy and fertiliser needs of the seventies by JC Brogan.
Fertiliser sales surged in the late 1960s
to early 1970s, but Ireland’s entry to the
European Economic Community (EEC) in
1973, which proved to be a major beneﬁt
to Irish agriculture in the long term, coincidentally coincided with a sharp drop
in fertiliser sales in 1974. This was due to
a combination of rapidly escalating fertiliser costs and falling cattle prices. It
should be said that the drop-oﬀ in sales
was not as dramatic as that witnessed
in other European countries during this
period. By 1978, volume of sales had recovered. This suggests that Irish farmers
now appreciated the value of good soil
fertility and the necessity to use fertilisers to improve productivity.

1979 to 1988: wider dissemination
to the farming community
In this era, the FAI’s council also felt that a
mutual understanding between the various sectors on the council and ordinary
members of the association could be
further enhanced by having some agricultural ﬁeld outings. Invariably, the
ﬁeld trips were in the morning to various
agricultural colleges and Irish research
centres and to farms displaying a high
degree of eﬃciency in dairying, tillage,
beef and sheep production. These outings
were very popular for the FAI membership and wider farming community as
they were organised at various locations
around the country.
Around this time, the National Ploughing Championship was rapidly becoming
a major event in the Irish calendar with
massive numbers of farmers attending.
The FAI decided to mount a stand at this
event, in order to promote eﬃcient fertiliser use for proﬁtable farming. This
event proved to be highly successful for
several years.
While the scientiﬁc meetings proceeded,
it was strongly felt by the FAI council that
more was needed to bring the message of
eﬃcient fertiliser use to farmers. A decision
was made to introduce a fertiliser supplement that would be published in an early
spring edition of the Irish Farmers Journal.
The Irish Farmers Journal embraced this
idea with enthusiasm and the fertiliser
and machinery industry supported this

NEW GENERATION
– Phosphorus Fertiliser

The Fertilizer
Association of
Ireland launched
its 50th anniversary programme
in Buswell’s Hotel
recently. From
left: incoming
president Peter
Ging, Minister for
Agriculture, Food
and the Marine
Michael Creed
and current
president of the
association PJ
Browne.\ Barry Cronin
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2009 to present: sustainable nutrient management
In 2009, the “Crops Nutrient Management Course” was introduced for
agronomists, advisers and technical
personnel in the trade and agri-cooperatives. This course is facilitated by
Teagasc at Johnstown Castle, Kildalton and Oak Park in conjunction with
the FAI.
The FAI has produced 53 technical
proceedings booklets over its history
and over the past two years the association has made all these technical
papers available on its website.
7KH)$, VVSULQJVFLHQWLoFPHHWLQJ
continues to be a great success with
large attendances, and papers continue to be presented by experts both
nationally and internationally.
In 2015, the FAI initiated a series
of “technical bulletins” with three
such bulletins produced to date and a
fourth planned for 2018.
This is an ongoing project and it is
hoped to produce a comprehensive
series of technical bulletins covering
all aspects of nutrient management
and fertiliser use over time.
The FAI is now in existence for 50

supplement with advertising. The pattern
was set and each year the supplement
was published.
However, the backbone of the FAI continued to be the annual scientiﬁc meetings. The format for these meetings is
that three to four formal papers are presented on the day, and these papers, fully
edited and appropriately referenced are
published annually in the proceedings
of the FAI scientiﬁc meetings.
Some of the topics tackled during this
decade include an article on fertiliser use
by Liam Staﬀord (IFI), an article on trace
elements by Garry Fleming (Teagasc,
Johnstown Castle). Willie Murphy and
Mal O’Keeﬀe (Teagasc, Johnstown Castle)
wrote a few papers on fertiliser surveys.
Donal McCarthy, (Teagasc, Moorepark),
Prof Gerry Boyle, AFT, and well-known
sheep researcher Seamus Hanrahan also
published papers during that decade. Marie Sherwood (Teagasc, Johnstown Castle)
and Austin Morgan (UCD) were among
the ﬁrst to write papers on the eﬀects that
an over-use of fertilisers could have on
water quality.
1989 to 1998 – heightened
environmental awareness
Over this decade the usual obligations of
the FAI were carried out with enthusiasm.
The Irish Farmers Journal spring fertiliser
supplement was continued and expanded
with great success.
The ploughing match obligations were

also successfully carried out up until 1995.
However, the National Ploughing Championships invariably took place in mid- to
late September, at a time when the fertiliser season was closing oﬀ and the FAI
council felt that it was better to focus its
attention on the springtime and further
enhance the spring fertiliser supplement
and associated events.
Around this time, a serious problem
was emerging in agriculture and the
environment. It was becoming apparent that water quality in our rivers and
lakes indicated deteriorating status. The
FAI realised that, in the long-term interests
of fertiliser use, a more environmentally
friendly approach was needed.
Against this background, a voluntary
code of practice for fertiliser use on farms
was developed and published in 1991. It
was the ﬁrst of its kind in Ireland and
was hailed by the industry as the way forward. The FAI was widely thanked for this
timely initiative.
The potential for water pollution was
very serious at this stage and, in 1995, the
government of the day introduced the ﬁrst
Rural Environmental Protection Scheme
(REPS), which had strict guidelines for
nutrient management. This was a ﬁveyear voluntary programme for farmers
and was followed by a further three REPS
programmes and since by various environmental schemes (AEOS and GLAS) that
lay down strict guidelines for fertiliser
use and farm management.

\HDUV,QWKDWWLPHLWKDVIXOoOOHGWKH
wishes and objectives of its founding fathers. It is an association with
a reputation for hard work, truth and
balance. It has helped to establish a
strong fertiliser industry at the heart
of the agricultural sector in Ireland
and has helped to ensure that the
farming community are fully conversant with the sustainable use of fertilisers.
However, the association must be
proactive in facing the challenges of
the agricultural sector in the future,
such as dwindling mined nutrient and
oil resources, improving water quality,
meeting greenhouse gas and ammonia emission targets and the effects
of climate change.
Much work remains to be done for
the FAI given that national soil test
results indicate that just 11% of soils
have good overall fertility in terms of
pH, P and K levels. The nutrition of
our soils will need to improve if we are
to achieve the Food Wise 2025 targets and to maintain a future in farming for the next generation.

Because many farms do not participate
in these schemes, the FAI continued to
promote its Code of Good Practice and,
in 1999, it published an improved and
more up-to-date version.
The FAI saw a further need to educate
young farmers about nutrient management and, in 1995, it introduced a Fertiliser Management Trainee Scheme. The
best individual students selected from
successful participants in the scheme in
each Teagasc training centre were presented with their award by FAI council
members.
1999 to 2008 – introduction of
environmental legislation
REPS 2 and 3 were launched during this
period and the EU took direct involvement
in the protection of the environment. In
2006, the ﬁrst EU Nitrates Directive – National Action Programme, (SI no. 378 of
2006) was introduced in Ireland.
The FAI took a scientiﬁc view and made
a series of submissions to Brussels that
were based around the Code of Good Practice. This had some positive eﬀects and
when the eventual legislation was put
into practice, the new rules and regulations, while somewhat restrictive, were
manageable.
The FAI initiated an award scheme in
2000, in which the UCD agricultural science degree student who came ﬁrst in
the soil science examination was given
a bursary.

̽New Generation&RPSOH[
6XSHU3KRVSKDWH &63 
)HUWLOLVHU7HFKQRORJ\
̽Water Soluble3ȹ3ODQW$YDLODEOH
3ȹWorks Faster
̽3URWHFWHG3ȹ/HVVORFNXSRI3
E\WKHVRLOȹ0RUH(IͤFLHQW3
̽+LJKO\HIIHFWLYHVWLPXODQWIRU
more root growth
P&S can be applied in spring
together in a single application.

NEW TO
IRELAND
IN 2018

EC 938 989 4

For more information,
contact us on 086 323 7894

Boosts spring grass growth
6LPSOLͤHVVSULQJIHUWLOLVHUSURJUDP
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The precise
application
of fertilisers

T

he role of the fertiliser spreader
is often underestimated in the
delivery of fertilisers (N, P & K)
as evenly and as accurately as
possible. Fertilisers are a signiﬁcant cost in grassland and tillage farming
systems, representing between 20-30% of
total production costs for either a cereal
or grass silage crop. There are many steps
involved in determining the actual rate of
fertiliser from soil sampling to preparing
a fertiliser plan. To proﬁt from fertiliser
planning it is essential that fertilisers are
applied precisely and accurately. There
are a number of factors to consider before spreading fertiliser such as:
Â Selecting the correct machine for the
bout width and fertiliser to be used.
Â Using good-quality fertiliser.
Â Correct setting of the machine.
Choosing a fertiliser spreader
The most important aspect to consider
when choosing a fertiliser spreader is its
ability to spread the types of fertiliser to
be used at the desired bout widths evenly.
This is determined by the spread pattern
of the machine. The spread pattern is assessed by a full-tray test where every 0.25m
or 0.5m width of the spread pattern is
measured. The weight of fertiliser from
each 0.25m or 0.5m wide tray is weighed
and the evenness is assessed by the shape
of the plotted graph and the calculated
coeﬃcient of variation (CV%).
Fertiliser characteristics
The physical characteristics of the fertiliser will aﬀect how evenly it spreads and
the settings required. The key factors are:
Â Density of the fertiliser – low density
fertiliser such as urea (80% normal density), is more diﬃcult to throw.

Ensure that spreader height is correct
IRUDVSHFLoFFURS\ Donal O’Leary

Â Size of the granules – generally larger
particles will throw further. Particle size
distributions with the majority of particles
(80%) in the 2-4mm range will usually
allow a good spread to be achieved, but
larger diameters (3-4.5mm) will probably
make it easier achieve wider spread widths.
The component parts of blends should
ideally have similar size distributions.
Â Shape of the granule – rounded particles
will roll oﬀ the disc more predictably than
irregular granules or angular particles.
Â Strength/hardness of granule – strong
particles will resist break-up on the disc.
Setting the fertiliser spreader
There are two elements to getting fertiliser spread evenly at the correct rate
in the ﬁeld:
Â Setting the spreader to spread evenly
with a particular fertiliser at a speciﬁc
bout width.
Â Calibrating the spreader to spread the
correct rate of fertiliser.
Setting for even spreading
Most modern spreaders need some level
of setting or adjustment to enable them
to spread diﬀerent fertilisers at diﬀerent
bout widths. The elements that may be
set depending on the machine design
include:
Â Disc type and speed.
Â Vane type and position.
Â Fertiliser drop point on the disc.
Â Height above crop.
Â Spreader angle eg tilting discs upwards
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Last May the
Fertiliser
Association
of Ireland
and Teagasc
examined
the precise
application
of fertilisers.
Mark
Plunkett,
Teagasc,
reports

at back to throw further.
The setting needed is machine speciﬁc
and is based on the type of fertiliser being
spread and the bout width chosen. Basic
information is given in the instruction
manual, but increasingly either spreader
manufacturer websites or phone apps are
used to allow the operator easily access
up-to-date setting information.
Tray testing
The evenness of fertiliser spreading
(spread pattern) can be assessed by collecting spread material (fertiliser) in a
series of trays laid out across the bout
width. For a complete spread analysis a
full set of 0.25m or 0.5m wide trays laid
out across the bout width for a total
width of between two and three times
the expected bout width is required. Level
ground and wind free conditions are also
essential. Following spreading over the
trays, fertiliser is collected and weighed
and from this single-pass, the overlapped
pattern can be generated and CVs calculated. This level of testing is rarely carried
out in the ﬁeld.
A faster but less-accurate tray test is to
place one tray every 2m between the bouts
and to measure the overlapped pattern
by pouring the fertiliser from the trays
into a number of small cylinders which
reﬂect the spread pattern. A less-accurate
CV% can be calculated from these ﬁgures.
Calibration of fertiliser spreader
Calibration of fertiliser spreaders is essential for accurate application rate of
fertiliser. Fertiliser application rate is
aﬀected by:
Â Bout width.
Â Forward speed.
Â Regulator setting.
Bout width
Bout width is the distance from the centre
of one tractor pass to the centre of the
previous tractor pass. While spreaders
can be set for diﬀerent bout widths, the
bout width is a key element for application rate setting.
Forward speed
It is essential to have an accurate forward
speed measurement, whether your tractor
gives a direct speed reading or is read from
a chart in conjunction with a tachometer
(rev counter). The tractor’s speed meas-

urement should be calibrated as tyre sizes
and other factors will impact on accuracy. This is carried out by measuring a
precise distance (eg 100m) and timing
the tractor as it passes the start and ﬁnish of that distance.
Regulator setting
Regulator setting of the shutter controls
the amount of fertiliser leaving the hopper to the discs or spout. The wider the
shutter opening, the higher the application rate will be.
Fertiliser calibration formula
$SSUDWH NJKD [pRZUDWH NJPLQ
)RUZDUG6SHHG NPKU ;%RXWZLGWK P

Technology and calibration aids from
manufactures have greatly aided this
process. Check manufacturers online
support and mobile phone apps when
calibrating your fertiliser spreader.
More hi-spec machines at the top of
the market oﬀer self-calibrating options,
which involve weigh-cells and forward
speed sensors to monitor and adjust the
regulator setting on the machine while
in work.

ÁIn short
Â Select a fertiliser spreader capable
of even spreading at the desired bout
width with the fertiliser types to be
used. Check spread pattern and CV%
values from independent or manufacturers tests.
Â Select fertiliser that has good
spreading characteristics with at least
80% of the granules in the 2-4mm
size range and preferably smooth
round shapes.
Â To ensure an even spread across
the bout width, use the spreader
manufacturer’s resources such as
instruction manuals, internet material
or phone apps, to set the spreader as
accurately as possible for the fertiliser
being used. To apply the correct rate
of fertiliser, the spreader should be
calibrated, using the manufacturer’s
resources as a starting point.
Â Clean after every working day and
protect from corrosion. Check all
the spreading components for wear
frequently.

Fertiliser Spreader
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How sustainable are Irish dairy farms?
James
Humphreys,
Teagasc,
asks how
sustainable
are Irish
dairy farms?

ÁIn short
It is imperative
to objectively
and credibly
verify criteria
used to assess
dairy farm sustainably to the
highest scientific standards.
Dairy production in Ireland
is built on solid
sustainable
foundations and
is proactive in
meeting emerging societal requirements for
environmental
protection and
animal welfare.
More than ever,
it is important
to protect and
foster the sustainable image
of our dairy
farms.

A

cross the EU, and in most countries worldwide, the trend is
towards indoor systems of
dairy production, whereas
there is a growing societal
pressure, particularly in the EU, to reverse this. There is a lot of evidence to
show that cows prefer to be outside on
pasture. Research shows that cows are
less stressed and more comfortable when
they are at pasture because they are freer
from competition and bullying and likely
to spend longer lying down when outside. The sustainable image of Irish dairy
products is underpinned at farm level
by grazing cows in a clean environment.

1XWULHQWXVHHIoFLHQF\
Pasture-based production on permanent
grassland is a key contributor to the generally low nutrient contamination of Irish
rivers and lakes. Nevertheless, P use in
particular can have a negative impact on
water quality and eﬃcient use of P is important because of diminishing global
reserves and increasing cost. High reliance
on grazed grass and a low proportion of
concentrate in the diet of dairy cows in
Ireland is a key contributor to Irish dairy
farms having the highest P use eﬃciency
in the world, which is in sharp contrast to
the situation in most other EU countries
and even Northern Ireland, where concentrate inputs are higher. There have been
substantial improvements in slurry storage and slurry and dirty water management on Irish farms over the past decade.
Paradoxically, soil deﬁciencies of lime, P
and potassium (K) have been identiﬁed
as a key area for improvement because
of their impact on grass growth and the
economic performance of farms.
Nitrate losses to water tend to be low
under permanent grassland particularly
on the heavier textured soils and high
rainfall conditions that predominate in
Ireland. Nevertheless, there is no room for
complacency because the continuation
of the nitrates derogation is conditional
on improving water quality. Furthermore,
nitrogen (N) fertilizer use on Irish dairy
farms is higher than most other EU countries including the Netherlands, where
there is greater reliance on maize. This
is a matter for concern because not only
can fertilizer N impact on water quality
it also contributes to greenhouse gas
and ammonia emissions. Nitrogen use
eﬃciency of Irish dairy farms is typically
<30%. Nitrogen use eﬃciency can be improved on farms by good N management
practices such as responsible application
of slurry, dirty water and fertilizer N in
terms of rates and dates of application,
applying slurry using trailing shoe, white
clover and new fertilizer N formulations
such as NBPT-protected urea. It is clear
that there remains a large potential for
improvement in N use eﬃciency through
better management practices and newly
emerging technologies.
&DUERQIRRWSULQWRI,ULVKGDLU\
It is well known that Irish milk has one of
the lowest carbon footprints in the world
and certainly one of the lowest in the EU.
It oﬀers a unique selling proposition in
that a food manufacturer aiming to lower the carbon footprint of its product is
likely to favour Irish raw material over
that produced on Dutch, French or Ger-

man farms (particularly when the Irish
product is also cost competitive) because
over 70% of the carbon footprint of many
dairy products is generated within the
farm gate. It can also be argued that –
from a global perspective – it is better to
produce milk on Irish farms rather than
in counties with higher emission dairy
systems. Relatively low emissions on Irish

dairy farms provide justiﬁcation for expanding national milk output to meet
growing international demand. However,
these considerations are not well aligned
with current EU policy and international
agreements on tackling climate change. In
the ﬁrst place greenhouse gas emissions
are accounted for and emission reduction
targets are imposed on a national basis.

Secondly, Ireland has one of the highest per capita greenhouse emissions in
the EU because of our huge reliance on
livestock based agriculture and relatively
low human population density. The challenge for policy makers is how to meet the
growing global demand for high quality and safe food while transitioning to
a low carbon economy.

CREATE A QUALITY PRODUCT.
BUILD AN EXPERIENCED TEAM.
ADD 20 YEARS OF KNOWLEDGE.

THAT’S HOW WE KEEP
YOUR CROPS ON TARGET.

When your goal is to create successful and sustainable farms
with high yielding crops, you start with a superior fertiliser.
To learn more about what makes us different, call us on
053 9255389 or visit targetfertilisers.com
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Soil phosphorus
management
and water quality
Noeleen T McDonald,
David P Wall and Per-Erik
Mellander outline why
high-yielding crops in
Ireland are dependent on
obtaining balanced and
optimum supply of
nutrients from the soil

T

he Teagasc Agricultural Catchments Programme (ACP) was
established in 2009 to evaluate
the environmental and economic eﬀectiveness of the nitrates
regulations in catchments that represented the main land type and agricultural production systems with medium
to high intensities.
Changes in P management in the context of soil P, P usage, P oﬀ-takes and P
balances at ﬁeld scale were examined between 2010 and 2014 in two catchments
of mixed land-use.
Â The Castledockerell catchment is located Co Wexford and is 11.2km2 on mostly
well-drained Clonroche-type soils. Tillage
is the main land-use (61%) dominated by
malting spring barley.
Â The Dunleer catchment is located in
Co Louth, on poor to moderately drained
soils. Grassland is the main land-use
(44%), utilised by a mixture of livestock
enterprises.

Soil P trends
The Castledockerell catchment was ﬁrst
sampled in 2009 and this was repeated
in 2013. Over this four-year period the
percentage area of index 4 soils (higher
risk for P loss to water) reduced from 17%
to 13% but agronomic optimum (P index
3) also declined from 23% to 20% with a
subsequent increase in the combined area
of sub-optimal P index 2 and 1 soils from
60% to 67%. In contrast, between 2010 and
2014 in Dunleer, the area of index 4 ﬁelds
increased from 22% to 26%, with P index
3 and 2 remaining relatively constant at
17% and 34%, respectively, and the area of
index 1 soils decreased from 28% to 23%.
With more than 57% of soils in both
catchments at sub-optimal level, these
trends are in line with national soil fertility
levels. This poses a threat to production
potential on farms. These trends also highlight an ongoing issue with poor nutrient
distribution within and between farms
and more eﬀort is needed to redirect away
P from index 4 ﬁelds on to sub-optimal
areas at farm and catchment scales.
Fertiliser P usage
Fertilisers (mineral and organic) accounted for the main P inputs to soils in both
catchments. In Castledockerell, mineral
P was the main form of P applied (ie 87%
of the total), of which 53% was applied
in the compound mixture (N-P-K) 10-1020. Small levels of P were obtained from
applications of farmyard manure (FYM),
pig and cattle slurry. In Dunleer, 69% of P
inputs were from cattle slurry, FYM and

The increasing trend of P
inputs in both
catchments is
UHpHFWLYHRI
some farmers
responding to low
baseline soil P
OHYHOV

some imports of poultry manure and spent
mushroom compost. Of the P applied in
the mineral form, most was from 10-5-25
and 10-10-20. As presented in Table 1, in
Castledockerell, the average yearly total
fertiliser P (mineral and organic) applied
to ﬁelds increased from 25kg to 32kg/ha/
yr between 2010 and 2013. In comparison, the average total P fertiliser inputs
in Dunleer ﬁelds increased from 23kg to
39kg/ha/yr over the same four-year period.
The increasing trend of P inputs in both
catchments is reﬂective of some farmers
responding to low baseline soil P levels
and the need to sustain and increase crop
yields and grassland production, especially
with new and expanding dairy farms in
Dunleer during this period.
Phosphorus off-take and
EDODQFHVDWoHOGVFDOH
As shown in Table 1, the average P oﬀtakes of crops from both catchments re-

mained relatively similar from 2010 to
2013 (23.9kg P/ha/yr) with the exception
of 2012 where yields suﬀered as a result
of very high rainfall. Phosphorus input
or removal by grazing livestock within
a ﬁeld was accounted for as the change
(decrease/increase) in stocking rate from
the previous year (2010 was used as the
base year for these calculations).
As expected, due to generally low livestock numbers, P input from livestock
in Castledockerell was low, but in Dunleer the average input of P from grazing livestock increased over this period
as some farmers prepared for post-milk
quota production in 2015.
The ﬁeld P balances were calculated by
subtracting the total P oﬀ-takes from the
total P inputs for each ﬁeld in each year.
The optimal soil P balances were calculated
by subtracting the total P oﬀ-takes plus
the soil P buildup requirement (20kg/ha
for index 1 and 10 kg/ha for index 2) from
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the total P inputs for each ﬁeld.
When the ﬁeld and soil P balances for
the main crop types across both catchments were calculated, the largest average ﬁeld P balance and soil P balance 73.3
kg/ha/yr and 59.7 kg/ha/yr respectively,

Implications for water quality
The concentrations of P in the form of
total reactive P (TRP) and total P (TP),
discharged at the outlet of each catchment have been monitored at a sub-hourly
basis since 2010.
These water quality measurements indicate that relatively low levels of P are
entering the Castledockerell stream from
ﬁelds and that, in general, the P management on these ﬁelds may not be an issue
for water quality.
In contrast, the Dunleer stream had
consistently high levels of P, suggesting that some areas of P management
still need to be addressed through better nutrient management practices on
these more poorly drained soils.

Figure 1
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“Since changing to DairySelect
Pasture I have seen a big
improvement in the quality of the
sward & my indexes are showing
a rise in soil fertility. The solubility
of the fertiliser gives a much
quicker regrowth on the next
rotation & so I will continue to
use NitroFert into the future”
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Increases root growth
Improves soil structure
Increases water and nutrient uptake
More tubers, bigger and more
homogeneus

+3,8% +11,4%
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For more information or speciﬁc
consultation on this product,
please contact:
Robbie Byrne (Precision Nutrition):
087 648 7899
Seamus Cunningham (Tradecorp):
087 683 4187
Tim McCarthy (Tradecorp):
087 787 0269

Starch
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Var. Kaptah Vandel. Champagne, France, 2016
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Micheál Crowe, Cappawhite, Co.Tipperary,
Finalist in NDC & Kerrygold Quality Milk Awards.

Dunleer

Castledockerell

Area proportion %

were for ﬁelds with maize crops. The lowest average ﬁeld and soil P balances of
-14.6kg/ha/yr -43.1 kg/ha/yr, respectively,
were on ﬁelds used solely for grass silage
production. In general, high value and
short duration crops such as maize and
root crops had higher P inputs as they
require rapid root and tuber development once germinated.
Overall, these results show that crop
type can have a large eﬀect on the levels
of P applied, retained, removed and recycled to the soil. However, while average
values for each crop type are shown, there
was often large variability in P management within crop types.

Average of 6 and 32 trials done in Europe
(2006-2016). Several varieties

More information? scan this code:

www.tradecorp.eu
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Good practice for
protection of
water regulations
Jack Nolan, of the
Department of Agriculture,
outlines the best practices
when dealing with water
regulations

T

he aim of nitrates regulations
is to protect and improve water quality and prevent pollutions of waters from agricultural
sources. All EU member states
are required to implement regulations
in this area under what is termed the
Nitrates Directive. Our regulations are
called the ‘‘Good Agricultural Practice
for Protection of Waters Regulations’’.
The Department of Housing, Planning
and Local Government is the lead authority in respect of these regulations. Ireland
has recently agreed with the European
Commission on a fourth Nitrates Action
Programme (NAP) for 2018-2021. This is
contained in the new nitrates regulation
(SI No 605/ 2017) which came into eﬀect
on 1 January 2018.
In coming to an agreement, the fourth
NAP had to take into account water quality trends (currently, 43% of river waterbodies are less than good status) and
also the agricultural pressures on water
quality including signiﬁcant dairying
intensiﬁcation.

Main changes in the new NAP
The new NAP contains new strengthened
water protection measures to break nutrient loss and transport pathways. There is
also a focus on improving soil fertility for

better nutrient use eﬃciency. Furthermore,
the new NAP contains simpliﬁcation for
improved implementation.
Water protection measures
Â Cattle must be excluded from watercourses on farms with grassland stocking
rates above 170kg N/ ha from 1 January
2021.
Â Livestock drinking points must be
located at least 20m from watercourses
on such farms from 1 January 2021.
Â Farmers must prevent direct run-oﬀ
from farm roadways to waters from 1
January 2021. It is important, where relevant, that farmers address these new
requirements as soon as practical.
Â Run-oﬀ, resulting from poaching, must
be prevented.
Â When testing soils, soil organic matter (OM) analysis of peaty soils with OM
of 20%+ as deﬁned in the Teagasc-EPA
subsoils map is required. The 2018 BPS
mapping system contains this OM layer
to ascertain if a holding or parcels are in
an OM designated zone.
Soil fertility
Â Soil analysis results are now valid for
four years (ﬁve years previously).
Â Adoption of higher phosphorus buildup
rates on farms with grassland stocking
rates of above 130kg N/ha. Sixty-two
per cent of soils are deﬁcient in P. The
P buildup rates are increased for the
duration of the fourth NAP.
Safeguards are built in for the protection
of water, including the requirement of
soil analysis, nutrient management plans
to be submitted to the Department and

Soil analysis
results are now
valid for four
\HDUV oYH\HDUV
previously).

farmers participating in a P buildup training programme.

Â There are minor changes to N and P
allowances for potato and vegetable crops.

6LPSOLoFDWLRQRIWKHUHJXODWLRQV
for improved implementation
Â Simpliﬁcation of calculations of N and P
allowances by removal of the requirement
to deduct N and P in grazing livestock
manures in the storage period.
Â Basing nutrient management plans
on the previous year’s stocking rate data.
Â Where slurry is imported on to a holding, the previous year’s stocking rate is
now used to calculate the maximum
slurry that can be imported.

Nitrates derogation
Â The European Commission has also
agreed on the renewal of our nitrates
derogation for 2018 to 2021. The derogation allows more intensively stocked
farms exceed the 170kg N/ ha stocking
rate limit subject to complying with
speciﬁc conditions. The renewal of the
derogation is vital for the growth of
the dairy sector and achievement of
FoodWise 2025 targets. There are two
new conditions applying for derogation
farmers from 2018:
Â 50% of all slurry produced on a derogation farm must be applied by 15 June
annually. After this date, slurry may only
be applied using low-emission slurry
spreading (LESS) equipment. This takes
account of ammonia reduction targets
that Ireland must achieve and that ammonia losses from slurry are signiﬁcantly
reduced by slurry application in the
springtime and using LESS equipment.
Â Farmers must have suﬃcient storage
for all livestock manure and soiled water
produced on the holding.

Provisions for pig manure
In the case of pig manure imported on
to a holding, the P allowances may be
exceeded by +3 kg in 2018, +2kg in 2019,
+1kg in 2020 and 0kg in 2021.
Other changes
Â For winter cereals on soils where P
index is 1 or 2, an application of 20kg/ha
P is permitted beyond the 15 September
cut-off point, to be incorporated into
the soil at or before the sowing time, up
to 31 October.

%VCMJO3PBE $BWBO *SFMBOEtKBNFTDMBSLF!USBDUBNPUPSTJF
5FMt.PCJMF]t'BY

$BWBMMP195
$BWBMMP"QPMMP4UBJOMFTT4UFFM $BWBMMP;FVT4UBJOMFTT4UFFM $BWBMMP$PNQBDU5XJO
5XJO%JTD'FSUJMJTFS4QSFBEFS
'FSUJMJ[FS4QSFBEFS
%JTD'FSUJMJ[FS4QSFBEFS 16cwt Capacity Wagtail spreader c/w
Stainless Steel Hopper, protection
18 meter spreading width. Basic
Basic model 18cwt with stainless
Available in painted and stainless
bar, filtering grid and hydraulic
model 12cwt capacity with
steel extensions available to
steel versions, 14cwt capacity in
extensions available to increase
increase capacity to 1.5 tons or 2 basic model with extension available controlled opening/closing. Hopper
can be tilted for ease of cleaning
capacity to either 19cwt or 26cwt,
tons, Stainless steel spinning disc,
to increase capacity to 18cwt,
Stainless Steel Disc, vanes and
vanes and vibrating pans, Filtering Stainless steel spinning discs, vanes machine. Stainless steel extension
to increase capacity to 24cwt can be
filtering pans, Loading height from grids, PVC covers are optional extras,
and vibrating pans
fitted at additional cost
0.94 metres for basic model to 1.24 Hydraulic shut off on either side as
metres for 26cwt model
standard, Protection bars fitted.

ÁIn short
Â The changes made to the NAP and derogation represent
important incremental improvements for the protection of
water, and also address other issues including improving soil
fertility and simplifying the regulations. It is highly important
that the nitrates regulations are fully implemented over the
coming years to ensure the protection of water. Failure to do
so will put the possibility of a future nitrates derogation at
risk.
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Fertiliser options and new P allowances
It is the time
of year to
get a plan
in place for
fertiliser
applications
on your farm
in 2018,
write Mark
Plunkett and
David Wall,
Teagasc

O

ver the coming days and
weeks, it will be time to put
a fertiliser shopping list together for 2018. There has
been a considerable change
to phosphorus (P) limits and how slurry is accounted for in the new Nitrates
Action Programme (NAP) on grassland
farms. Therefore, a diﬀerent fertiliser P
mix will be required, especially for lowfertility ﬁelds.
Good soil fertility is an essential ingredient for both grassland and tillage
soils, which is the driver of season-long
grass growth and the production of high
grain yields. Soil testing measures available soil fertility (pH, P and K) on your
farm. This will be the basis on deciding
where slurry/farmyard manure is applied
and which fertiliser blends are most suitable to build and maintain soil fertility
in the optimum ranges.

Good soil fertility is essential.

Fertiliser
planning
Â Use soil
test results to
tailor nutrient
applications
HIoFLHQWO\
Â Correct soil
S+E\OLPLQJ
based on soil
test results to
PD[LPLVHVRLO3
DYDLODELOLW\
Â 3UHSDUHD
fertiliser plan
WRGHWHUPLQHD
fertiliser shopSLQJOLVW
Â $SSO\DQ
18-6-12 fertiOLVHURQJUD]LQJ
JURXQG
Â Spread 50%
RI3RQJUD]LQJ
DUHDLQVSULQJ
DQGDSSO\WKH
UHPDLQLQJ
PLGVHDVRQ
Â 5HF\FOHPDQXUHVRQVLODJH
oHOGVDQGEDOance with suitable fertiliser
EOHQG

Slurry has now been removed from
calculating farm P allowance. This is a
valuable source of N, P and K and should
be recycled eﬃciently in the spring time
to maximise N recovery and targeted to
ﬁelds with the lowest P and K levels for
eﬃcient use.
There is a medium P and K demand on
grazing areas of the farm as the majority of P and K is recycled back on to the
pasture by grazing livestock. Aim to apply 50% of P & K requirements once signiﬁcant grass growth starts in the spring
time. The ideal fertiliser blend for grazing ground is an 18-6-12 or 10-10-20 type
product as it supplies both P and K in the
correct ratio. Slurry ideally should be recycled on the silage areas as it contains
P and K in the correct balance for silage
production.
Additional P
Under the new NAP the rates of P for index 1 and 2 soils have increased to facilitate the buildup of low fertility soils
and increase their productive capacity.
Higher P rates are available on farms with
the following criteria – a grassland stocking rate above 130kg org N/ha, soil test
results for every 5ha and engage with a
FAS adviser to complete a farm fertiliser
plan. Remember before applying additional P, correct soil pH to the optimum
range of pH 6.3 to 6.5.
Example of farm P calculation
Take a 40ha dairy farm (with 65 cows and
replacements) stocked at 170 kg org N/
ha, with 80% of the farm at soil P and K
Index 1 and 2 and 20% at Index 3, feeding one tonne of concentrate per cow. It
is assumed that all the slurry is applied
to P index 1 and 2 soils to avail of 50%
reduction P availability in slurry. Table
1 shows P allowances based on soil test
results, 16-week slurry P and deduction

for concentrate P. In this example, the
maximum farm P allowance is 1,938kg,
which is a 50% increase in farm P allowance compared with 2017. To determine
actual P allowances for your farm, it’s important to contact your local adviser and
have a farm fertiliser plan prepared.

Potassium (K) rates
Potassium is an essential nutrient for nitrogen uptake and eﬃciency. The silage
ground will have the largest demand for
K, therefore aim to recycle cattle slurry/
FYM on areas that are cut for silage on
the farm.

This is the most eﬀective way to replenish especially soil K reserves.
If additional K is required for buildup,
apply as MOP 50% K in the autumn. Grazing areas have a lower K demand which
can be supplied by a suitable compound
fertiliser.

Selenium
Fortify Your Grass

SELENIUM
Selenium (Se) is a trace element required by animals to ensure healthy
thrive. Deficiency in Selenium is common in Ireland and can be rectified
by adding Selenium to fertilizers at an appropriate rate.
The IFI range of fertilizers has now been supplemented with three new
products, all containing Selenium (Se), at a concentration that provides
sufficient Selenium in pasture throughout the grazing season and that
also provides Selenium at the required level in silage.
IFI is using a slow release Selenium (Se) product, based on technology
first developed in New Zealand, which is proven to provide sufficient
Selenium for grazing and silage.

Palmerstown,Kilkenny
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Lessons from abroad
in the fertiliser world
Tim Sheil, J Bolger & Co,
reports on the FAI summer
ﬁeld outing to Rothamsted
Research facility in the UK

R

othamsted Research facility is
situated in the rolling hills of
Devon and is primarily a grassland research centre.
Operating under the auspices
of the Biotechnology and Biological Science Research Council (BBSRC), research
work here is focused on nutrient management, animal and crop productivity,
water quality and gaseous emissions from
agriculture.
In north Wyke, the research team is
headed by Prof Michael Lee, who is assisted by a large team of researchers, technicians, students and farm staﬀ at the
850ac centre. As Michael explained on
our arrival, the overriding research goal
in north Wyke is to develop sustainable
farming systems, in particularly focusing
on grassland-based farming.

The group was then introduced to three
of the scientists working at the centre to
give a synopsis of the research work that
is being carried out.
Dr Alison Carswell explained some of
the work she is involved in around nitrogen use eﬃciency. In particular, Alison is
examining nitrogen-loss pathways and
working with nitriﬁcation inhibitors and
stabilisers on fertilisers and animal manures. She is also researching methods
to improve farmyard manure utilisation
and application timing.
The group also heard from Dr Martin
Blackwell, whose research centres on
phosphorus.
Martin explained that most phosphorus
that is used on farms today is mined from
a ﬁnite raw material which will eventually run out. Martin is currently looking
at a pilot project recycling phosphorus
from waste material from the meat industry, which he hopes will be rolled out
commercially. Martin is also involved in
reviewing current fertiliser phosphorus
requirements. He is particularly interested in modelling fertiliser phosphorus re-

as usual with permanent pasture using
moderate/low fertiliser input. The second
system is adopting a planned reseeding
programme using the latest grass varieties such as cool-season grasses and deep
rooting grasses. The third farmlet is trying to maintain productivity but reducing nitrogen fertiliser use by increased
use of legumes taking advantage of the
biological ﬁxation of nitrogen.

quirements and how they diﬀer across
soil types.
Finally, Bruce Griﬃth, ﬁeld operations
manager, showed us the farm. The project, which was set up in 2010, aims to
evaluate sustainable grassland farming
systems using an in-depth and sophisticated monitoring setup to detail soil
parameters, water quantity and quality,
atmospheric emissions and animal production metrics including economics. The
farm is made up of three hydrologically
isolated farmlets (green, red and blue)
of 21ha each and stocked with the same
number of animals (sheep and cattle)
in each.
Each farmlet is evaluating a diﬀerent
farming system. The ﬁrst farmlet is operated as the control. This is business

The Fertilizer
Association of
Ireland on its trip
to Rothamsted
Research in north
Wyke.

The farm
platform is a
large project
seeking to
test science in
a real-world
scenario

Investment
The large investment in this facility is impressive. To be hydrologically isolated,
each farmlet is surrounded by a system
of French drains where all water is diverted through ﬂumes which continuously
monitor and analysis the water.
The group was also shown the winter
cattle accommodation. This includes three
identical straw-bedded sheds, with three
separate dungsteads and three separate
silage pits. This will allow animals to remain in the farmlet groups during the
winter, be fed on silage conserved from
the farmlet with all the FYM segregated
and spread back on the respective farmlet.
Overall, the group was able to get a
good insight into the work that is being
carried out at the centre.
It was reassuring to see many of the
same themes such as nitrogen eﬃciency
and FYM management that are getting
increased focus in Ireland are also important in the UK.
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FARM SAFETY
Safety hints when handling fertiliser
The Irish Fertiliser Manufacturers Association highlights the following safety standards when handling
both big and small bags of fertiliser on the farm

Moving big bags

The lifting hook should have wellrounded edges. Sharp edges can damDJHWKHEDJoEUHFDXVLQJLWWRGURS
No one should stand beneath or close
WRWKHORDGZKHQLWLVEHLQJOLIWHG
moved or emptied. The lift should
EHVPRRWKDQGYHUWLFDO2QFHOLIWHG
complete the task and do not leave
the load hanging in the air. Be careful
ZKHQFXWWLQJWKHEDJXVHDORQJKDQdled knife.

Single-lift big bags
,IDELJEDJKDVEHHQGDPDJHGLQDVWDFNXQGHU
no circumstances shall an operator approach
the bag until a suitable risk assessment has
been undertaken.
It has been known for the bag above a dam-

DJHGEDJWREHFRPHXQVWDEOHDQGIDOOIDWDOO\
injuring an operator.
The stack shall be dismantled by a forklift
and the damaged bag removed mechanically
for disposal taking into consideration the weakness in the packaging material.

Handling small bags

Do not lift or handle excess weight. Heavy lifting
and handling can cause injury. Adopt a stable posiWLRQIHHWVKRXOGHUZLGWKDSDUWDQGJHWDJRRGKROG
Keep the head up and back straight when lifting and
KDQGOLQJ2QFHWKHORDGKDVEHHQOLIWHGDGMXVWWKH
KDQGSRVLWLRQWRHQVXUHDoUPJULS:KHQFDUU\LQJ
WKHORDGNHHSLWFORVHWRWKHERG\DQGZDLVW

Safe storage of bulk fertilisers

Fertilisers must be stored on clean and dry
pRRUV7UDFHVOHIWRQWKHpRRUZLOOVRRQIRUP
a solution when exposed to humid air. Doors
VKRXOGEHWLJKWoWWLQJDQGRWKHURSHQLQJV

closed. Bulk walls of wood must be covered
with plastic if not impregnated. Bulk products
should be covered with plastic sheets or other
covering immediately after completed discharge.

Protect eyes and skin

Protecting your body when
handling a chemical product is
always recommended. Avoid
direct contact with skin and
eyes. Gloves should be worn
at all times. It is very corrosive and will be very painful if
you happen to have a cut or
a nick on your hand. Dust can
also be an issue. It is advisable to wear a dust mask.

Always keep
the bag close
to your body
and grip it
ﬁrmly
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How to handle
big and small
bags of fertiliser
Big bags

Â Beware of overhead wires and power
cables.
Â Never load, unload or handle big bags
on a slope. Always choose a ﬂat piece of
ground.
Â Before lifting, check that lifting loops
are not worn or cut. Forks or hooks being
used should be smooth.
Â Never allow the loop of the bag slide
along the fork that is lifting it. Keep the
fork level at all times.
Â Big bags should never be pulled along
the ground or dragged sideways.
Â Big bags should not be left suspended
from lifting equipment for any length
of time.
Â Big bags should not be allowed to swing
against handling equipment.
Â When cutting the big bag never stand
underneath the bag.
Â Never cut the underneath of the bag.
Â When emptying, suspend the bag over
the spreader and cut an X on the side
of the bag 15cm above the base, with a
long-handled knife.
Â You can part empty the bag into the
spreader by cutting at the appropriate
level to let out the required amount of
fertiliser.

Big bags should not be left suspended
from lifting equipment for any length
of time.

Small bags

Â From now on, small bags will carry a
safety symbol “Caution heavy load”/“two
man lift symbol”.
Â All bags should be lifted by two people.
Â To minimise lifting, lift oﬀ a trailer at
waist height or by drawing along a trailer
to the spreader.
Â When lifting the bag, adopt a shoulderwide boxer stance with your feet ﬁrmly
on the ground, grip ﬁrmly, bend your
knees, keep your back straight and lift
with your thigh muscles.
Â Always keep the bag close to your body
and grip it ﬁrmly.
Â Face in the direction of the spreader
and never twist your spine by having
your back to the spreader.
Â Always have your feet turned in the
direction of movement.
Â Training should be undertaken and
alternatives should be considered to
minimise lifting.

